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By Mr. Natsios of Holliston, petition of Andrew S. Natsios and other
members ofthe House for adoption ofresolutions by the General Court
for the purpose ofapplying to the Congress of the United States relative
to the calling of aconvention proposing an amendment to the Constitu-
tion of the United States concerning a balanced budget. Federal
Financial Assistance.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Four

Resolutions for the purpose of applying to the congress of the

UNITED STATES TO CALL A CONVENTION FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROPOS-

ING AN AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES TO
REQUIRE A BALANCED FEDERAL BUDGET AND TO MAKE CERTAIN EX-
CEPTIONS WITH RESPECT THERETO.

1 Whereas, With each passing year this nation becomes more
2 deeply in debt as its expenditures grossly and repeatedly exceed
3 available revenues; and
4 Whereas , Convinced that fiscal irresponsibility at the federal
5 level, with the inflation which results from this policy, is the
6 greatest threat which faces our nation, we firmly believe that
7 constitutional restraint is vital to bring the fiscal discipline needed
8 to restore financial responsibility; and
9 Whereas , Under Article Vof the Constitution of the United
10 States, amendments to the federal Constitution may be proposed
11 by the Congress whenever two-thirds of both houses deem it
12 necessary or on the application of the legislatures of two-thirds of
13 the several states that the Congress shall call a Constitutional
14 Convention for the purpose of proposing amendments which shall
15 be valid to all intents and purposes when ratified by the legislatures

Al6 of three-fourths of the several states; now therefore,
17 Be It Resolved by the Legislature ofthe State of(state’s name);
18 1. That the Congress of the United States is hereby requested to
19 propose and submit to the states an amendment to the Constitu-

-20 tion of the United States which would require that, in the absence
21 ofa national emergency, the federal budget be balanced each fiscal
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22 year within four years after the amendment is ratified by the
23 various states.
24 2. That, alternatively, this body respectfully petitions the Con-
-25 gress of the United States to call a convention for the specific and
26 exclusive purpsoe of proposing an amendment to the Constitution
27 of the United States to require a balanced federal budget and to
28 make certain exceptions with respect thereto.
29 3. That this application by this body constitutes application in
30 accordance with Article Vof the Constitution of the United States
31 until at least two-thirds of the legislatures of the several states have
32 made similar applications pursuant to Article V, but if Congress
33 proposes an amendment to the Constitution identical in subject
34 matter to that contained in this Joint Resolution before ( ),

35 this petition for a Constitutional Convention shall no longer be of
36 any force or effect.
37 4. That this application and request be deemed null and void,
38 rescinded, and of no effect in the event that such convention not be
39 limited to such specific and exclusive purpose.
40 5. That as this application under Article Vofthe Constitutionof
41 the United States is the exercise of a fundamental power of the
42 sovereign states under the Constitution of the United States, it is
43 requested that receipt of this application by the Senate and the
44 House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States be
45 officially noted and duly entered upon their respective records, and
46 that the full context of this resolution be published in the official
47 publication of both the Senate and the House of Representatives of
48 the Congress.
49 6. That copies of this resolution be sent to the Secretary of State
50 and presiding officers of both houses of the legislatures of each of
51 the several states in the Union, the Speaker and the Clerk of the
52 United States House of Representatives, the President and the
53 Secretary of the United States Senate, and to each member of the
54 (state’s name) Congressional delegation.


